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Exclusivity in the New Economy:
Internet Businesses
Jon M. Garon*
This article is part of a series of book excerpts from The
Entrepreneur’s Intellectual Property & Business Handbook, which
provides the business, strategy, and legal reference guide for start-ups
and small businesses.

1.

The Content Model of Website Business.

The Internet is primarily a medium. Like radio and television, the
Internet provides a distribution structure for companies to distribute
content to the public. Of course, the Internet is much more than this,
but terms of traffic and usage, this remains one of its key functions.
Chapter 4 highlights the most fundamental difference involving the
many-to-many, disintermediated model of social media content.
Nonetheless, the Internet serves as a rich media platform.
Traditionally, there have been four types of media companies, and
the content side of the Internet has these same options. Websites are not
as separate as the pre-Internet media, so the typical website may include
aspects from each of the four revenue models. An understanding of the
four discrete revenue models will help the entrepreneur develop a more
refined content strategy for each aspect of a web-based business.
(1) Public performances, concerts and interactive festivals.
The first type of medium includes those that sell the opportunity to
enjoy a public performance of the content. Motion picture houses,
Broadway theaters, and concert halls provide these opportunities to
attend the public performance of the content. While the public
performance aspect of traditional film and concerts can be expanded to
include interaction, the models remain the same. The audience comes
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together to experience the performance and, in many cases, to participate
in the performance at some level.
At the moment, the Internet equivalent of this model is focused on
the interactive sites, particularly the “MMORPG” or massive multiplayer online role-playing games. The phenomenon of the Renaissance
Festival is perhaps the best analogy to the interactive gaming experience.
Audience members mingle in the fantasy world, participating in the dayto-day life created by the performers. Online role-playing games include
Everquest II, Unification Wars, Star Wars Galaxies, and World of
Warcraft. Like the traditional public performance model, these rely on
participants paying to attend or join. The benefit of interaction further
engages the audience and helps maintain player membership.
(2) Sale of private copies for personal ownership and use.
The second revenue stream flows from the sale of private copies of
works to individuals for their personal ownership or private use. This
includes the sales of books, music, movies, television episodes, and
videogames to consumers for their permanent ownership.
In each case, the consumer purchases a copy of the work which can
be read, played, or used at home, but which cannot be used to
broadcast or publicly perform the work.

***
Sidebar—Microsoft v. Google: Google’s free services.
Google must also be mentioned in this section for dumping free tools
onto the marketplace to thwart Microsoft. These products are not open
source. They are proprietary code but are being made available as free
services to the public. In some cases, they are extensions of the Google
search engine software and are cleanly bundled with Google’s core
applications. The desktop search feature fits nicely in this category.
Google has made company purchases and developed products that
do not fit neatly into its core service. G-mail, the Google e-mail feature,
straddles the line. E-mail is not directly tied to web browsing, but Google
uses data mining tools to analyze the de-identified content in the email
messages to target advertising and develop advertising relevance data.
As a result, the users of G-mail are providing valuable market information
and research for Google. Products such as Picasa, a photograph
organization tool, and Writely, an online word processing product, have
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little to do with Google’s own business. They serve little purpose other
than to target core Microsoft products and services.
Perhaps the best small software company strategy is to design a
product that does something better than one of Microsoft’s core services
and hope that Google will buy it to further frustrate Microsoft. Like the
Walmart v. Target battle, third-party vendors with insufficient resources
and market focus will likely be eliminated. If the elimination comes
through a profitable buy out, however, many entrepreneurs might
consider that a success.

***
The warnings at the start of films advising that the content is for
private viewing reflects this distinction that the purchaser of a download
or DVD does not acquire permission to rebroadcast that movie to a
general audience.
(3) Broadcast radio and television.
The third type of medium is provided by the broadcasters, those on
radio and television. The classic over-the-air media of terrestrial
television and AM and FM radio provide free content supported by
intermittent paid advertising. In publishing, weekly neighborhood
newspapers followed the same model by using the advertising to provide
the newspapers free of charge.
On the Internet, this model has been duplicated. Streaming music
and video is the equivalent of terrestrial broadcasting. Both provide free
content supported by advertising. In some cases, the advertising is also
part of the broadcast; while in others, the advertising is contained in
separate windows or boxes on the website. Most broadcasters have some
web presence as well.
(4) Integration of advertising and subscriptions.
The fourth model combines consumer subscription prices and
advertising support. The newspaper championed this model, which is
also used by magazines and comic books. In recent years, cable television
and satellite radio have also incorporated this model into parts of their
business.
The model may be further separated by identifying companies that
pay to carry someone else’s content. Cable companies, for example,
receive a subscription fee from consumers to carry the signals of
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television stations. In some cases, a small portion of that consumer fee
is paid to the broadcaster, but more often the broadcaster continues to
rely on revenue from advertising, while the cable operator depends on
subscription revenue.
Through some combination of these four revenue models, all
websites relying on public performance, distribution, or display of
content can find financial returns. The content is all protected by
copyright and, thus, is exclusive.
Most websites re-broadcast or re-distribute content created and
owned by third parties. This makes exclusivity and relevance harder to
obtain. Some of the film sites may enter into exclusive distribution
agreements when they launch new films. Few of the music sites are
presently able to do so. The best the websites can provide is strong
editorial selection, so that the site provides a branding to the content,
which in turn increases the site’s relevance to its target audience.
Although this focus narrows the interested audience range, it intensifies
the importance of that site to its key consumers.
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The Disintermediation & Service Model for the
Web.

The second significant category of websites is booking agents and
shopping aggregators of various kinds. These include travel sites, eloans, realtor services and others. Agency services work particularly well
on the Internet because they combine the best aspects of
disintermediation and service.
Successful agencies mediate the price, availability, and service
information from many providers in the marketplace. Each website has
replaced hundreds of small businesses which once provided this
mediation, but these companies still act as “middlemen” in the
transaction. Whether the market is plane fares, hotel rooms, insurance
products, loans, event tickets, or housing, the database tools and
sophisticated algorithms can outperform brokers and agents with ease.
This has led to a dramatic decline in the personal service industry.
The limited mediation provided by these websites is fine for topics
such as price and availability, but it is less helpful regarding quality
features. Because there are only a small number of competitors in the
airline industry, quality assessments may be less important. But for
hotels, the difference in quality between offerings can be quite dramatic.
Through research methods, surveys, and customer feedback, each
website can develop strong predictors regarding the quality of the hotels
or other services provided. Again, this broad-based information net has
proven more reliable than the limited amount of information available
to pre-Internet brokers and agents.

3.

Connecting Catalogs, Retail and Infomercials.

The third general category of Internet business is the extension of
the brick-and-mortar industry to the Internet. Companies vary widely on
the extent to which they replicate their retail store on the Internet.
Almost every catalog company that existed before the Internet and
survived its launch has a strong web presence. Leading retailers such as
Target, Walmart, and Best Buy must also maintain a strong Internet
presence in addition to their retail locations.
Other competitors use the Internet as little more than a store locator
or a place to post their weekly newspaper insert. For these companies,
Internet presence is primarily defensive. It does little to further their core
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business, but merely maintains name recognition. Unlike companies
such as TeaSource, described above, which maximize their business
through a strong web presence, companies that ignore the potential for
word-of-mouth and viral advertising leave this aspect of their business
to atrophy as consumers are drawn to competitors’ information and
resources.

4.

Individual Artisans.

Perhaps the people best served by websites on the Internet are
individual artisans who can connect directly with their previous buyers
to announce shows and tours, hopefully spurring on their loyal followers
to promote their art and handicraft to other buyers.
Art and handicraft collectors are generally proud of their finds and
prefer to promote, rather than hoard, the information. A website can
build a word-of-mouth community around the artist, building a
permanent presence that would never have been available twenty years
earlier. Artisans represent the best opportunity described through the
long tail phenomenon. The works from artists around the globe can be
shipped to clients anywhere. The trip of a lifetime can lead to annual
pilgrimages to the website of the distant artisans, and an ongoing
collection of these products.
Individual artisans also reflect what is best about the Internet. They
capture the disaggregated aspect of the information. Just as portals were
made obsolete by search engines, the individual artist can choose to
eliminate galleries, agents, or brokers by selling directly to the public. If
the artist still chooses to use an agent or broker, it is only because the
professional adds value to the artist’s career and opportunities. The
disaggregation of artist from gallery remains one of the more significant
trends on the near horizon.

5.

The Future Remains Unpredictable.

In the first edition of the book, this section was dedicated to the
following business analysis: Pets.com—the Worst Model Ever. Pets.com
is no longer a separate business, so in that sense the prediction was
accurate. But Amazon, PetSmart, Petco, and others have managed to
make good of the business mocked when run by Pets.com. Here was the
original explanation:
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The last Internet company example should serve as a reminder
of what the Internet cannot do. The Internet is best at
transferring content, not bulky commodities. Unless the
transaction involves purely digital content, transaction costs will
be involved. Also, the Internet has not supplanted all brick-andmortar competition in any field. For almost every task, some
form of the pre-Internet business method remains.
Given these realities, the history of Pets.com emphasizes what
the Internet cannot do. This highly valued, publicly traded
company created an Internet pet store. Of course, the pets
themselves could hardly be shipped by UPS or Federal Express,
so Pets.com was limited to pet supplies and products. Any pet
owner knows that the most commonly purchased pet product is
food. In fact, more pet food is purchased annually in the United
States than baby food. However, pet food can be heavy and
expensive to ship.
Pets.com should serve as a reminder to every entrepreneur. Just
because a business can operate in a particular manner does not
mean that it can do so profitably. Profits flow from providing
relevance to the customer. The Internet never replaced the need
for common sense.
The executives at the publicly traded Pets.com missed the simple
lessons of Internet business. They established a business to sell
products like fish tank rocks and pet food—heavy commodities
with only small price margins. No imaginable online business
plan to ship dog food can beat Walmart’s efficiency.
Why was this statement inaccurate? It was correct that Pets.com
could not be an online pet shipping business, nor could it make a profit
shipping high-cost goods nationally. But the statements assumed that the
goods shipped were coming from a single location and shipping costs
would be exorbitant. When the shipping is attached to a national chain
of retail outlets or warehouse system, then the costs of moving goods
drops significantly. The statement also ignored the high profit margins
for food supplements, pet toys, and food for small animals, fish, and
birds that can be distributed nationally at a huge profit.
While the sale of software downloads has the highest profit margin,
the physical distribution of profitable goods can be very profitable.
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When commodity goods are used to maintain strong customer relations,
then the costs of those goods may be a worthwhile expense to keep
customer loyalty and retain the rest of the customer’s patronage.
So Pets.com might not have been the worst online company ever. It
just launched before there was a sufficient network of distribution and
profitable, additional products to make the plan viable. And in this there
are two lessons. First, that the future remains very hard to predict. And
second, that in business, timing is everything.
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